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EDITORIAL
Within the last two years there has been little com-r=». or publicity ClJ. the question of shops for Croxley

.North Ward. To some extent this may seem surprising
for it has long been one of the most vexing of problems
in this particular area. Some may have regarded it as a
lost or forgotten cause; this Association has not. We

-consider, and have always maintained,' shopping facili-
ties to be one of the paramount needs of the district
and we shall not be content until we can endorse our
file" Adequate facilities achieved"!

Our aim has not been obscured or restricted by pre-
judices, personalities or politics. Always before us have
"been three simple aims: - . .

(1) adequate shopping facilities for the housewives
and their families of Croxley North Ward;

(2) those shops to be placed at the most convenient
and suitable site to the area as a whole;

(3) the cost of building and' maintenance of those
shops must not be borne by the ratepayers.
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There are many new residents unaware of the back-
.ground history of this problem: many older residents
.have forgotten (or perhaps it would be more accurate
to say they have become accustomed to the lack of
local shops).

On our first aim we prepared a statistical record of
the area on which the adequacy of shops may be. corn-
'puted. It is an interesting document of which we will,
if necessary, publish details in a later issue.

On our second aim the Association made an extensive
canvass several years ago. It provided the trend of
public feeling and preferences in sites.

Finally, on our thir I aim no comment or explanation
is necessary. But-if anyone is still in doubt a glance
.at their last rate demand note should suffice. The
Council's decision that any loss must be borne by pri-
vate enterprise we endorse. In that respect there is
-one point which must not be overlooked. A shopping
.site is not merely a matter of selecting a vacant piece
<of land geographically suitable to the public; if the
public are to be adequately provided for the site must
.also be attractive to the potential shopkeepers. It is
a factor easily overlooked: in fact not a few critics
have already done so.

Thus the background. What of the present-and the
future? After years of stalemate and deadlock there is
.a possibility of solution ahead.

Economise the Right Way
For

FOOTWEAR & REPAIRS
go to

WRIGHTS
245 New Rd., Croxley Green

[Phone: Rickmansworth 2819]

also at W~tford and Stanmore

A SPECIFIC PROPOSAL HAS BEEN LAID
BEFORE THE COUNCIL. NATURALLY UNTIL IT
HAS RECEIVED OFFICIAL .CONSIDERATION WE
CANNOT COMMENT BUT WHEN GIVEN WE ..
SHALL PUBLISH A SPECIAL EDITION. .' ~ ~

In our~Oc!I-"pa-;lia~enr''''''.:CCOuncTI"'thambers fox
1953-54 Croxley Green will have two new representa-
tives. The change, we believe, has much to recommend
it. New councillors .should bring fresh outlooks, new
ideas and different approaches. Provided these are
tempered with the knowledge and experience of matured
councillors the blend can be a happy one.
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This year of office is not an enviable one. Rates have
reached an all-high record; more than that-they have
reached a dangerous level and one which is inevitably
reflecting on the nation's economy. It will be no easy
task to hack a way out of the jungle 'of expenditure but
the foremost task "is to find away. True, local council
efforts in this respect are limited and we do not hesitate
to recommend past efforts. Nor do we hesitate to say
that it is at County.level. that the cuts of expenditure
must be made. Nevertheless, so far as it is possible,
and however small the degree of economy achieved, we
look, to local' councillors to ·do what lies within their
limited power.

In our last issue we suggested three headings wherein
it was considered a start may be made-county plan-
ning, administration, education. The last mentioned
may evoke some' questioning but we reiterate what. was
said in a previous issue: "Safeguard education and
ensure its quality. but-and it is a big' but.' -are there
not too many costly frills and trimmings which have
no place in sound solid education than a herring boat
in New Road."

On the three headings. mentioned local councillors
may. not be able to directly affect any decision. But
there are issues within their orbit of office which impinge
on these ..three major issues. We say no more .

WOOLS. HABERDASHERY.- CH}LDREN'S WEAR
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WE HEAR
Buses

There is a rumour abroad that the L.T.E. may make
another attempt to route buses through Barton Way.
It is time this proposal was reall y studied in detail by
the transport authorities and then they would perhaps
find that there were perhaps vested interests behind the
requests they receive for such a service.
Buses Again

The L.T.E. are, to agree the deviation of certain ser-
vices to meet the requirements of the Berry Lane Estate
tenants. This is excellent news. We wonder whether
they have ever heard-of Croxley Green. " '.

Works of Art
The County Education Committee has been under fire

for having spent ratepayers' money on "Artistic
Luxury" -in other words works of art. It is only long-
term that a firm and final opinion could be given;
meanwhile it is well that the Committee are reducing
expenditure under this-heading.
Television or Reading

A study of library figures following the publication
of Croxley Green Library issue details seems to confirm.
that television is rapidly ousting the library book.

It will remain to, 'be seen whether the educational
benefits are equaL
Open Front Layout' .

There has' been so much" criticism of the "open lay-
out" whereby Council house tenants enjoyed a common
frontage" that the Council may decide to accede to the.
request to brick up the open .area. and give each a
separate garden.
County Plan

Over 1,000 objections' to the County Plan have been
received by the Ministry of Housing and Local Govern-
ment. In view of the large 'number of objections re-
ceived it is considered likely that the resulting inquiry
will last some weeks. -
Road Safety

New proposals under consideration as being likely to
reduce the number of accidents are expected to be far-
reaching. Whilst it is understood that pedestrians may

';. come '4ader~ontrol, dogs will still be able to roam the
') streets at WIll. Cannot some action be taken to stop

this ever-increasing danger 00.all road users.

Watford
2808

GENERAL GROCERS
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GREENGROCERY, -

PIKES STORES
Watford·Road P:ostOffice

Croxley Gre~.n
Deliveries
Daily'"

WE OBSERVE
Council Tenancies

Watford Town Council are closing their housing lists
to other than applicants who can fill certain conditions.
Whilst this step is drastic, some such move nationally
will have to be taken soon, otherwise our record as a
stable property-owning democracy will disappear. In-
stead we will become an unstable overburdened rate-
paying and subsidy-paying community ready at any
time to break under the burden. Council houses were
originally intended for the needy-nowadays they seem.
to be supported by the needy. When will our own
Council declare its forward policy?

Equalisation Grant
Hertfordshire County Council and in turn Rickmans-

worth Urban District Council may benefit from the new
proposals. It is time some of the burden was lifted.
Building Activity

The filling up of vacant plots around the district will
enable the 'streets to be taken over by the Council and
the whole area to be kept clear of rubbish, though we
wonder where the junk which has been deposited on
their sites for years will go!

PoFice
The latest published figures show that there is one

policeman for every 720 persons and 544 acre§. When
it comes to the prevention of serious crime we seem -to
be making little headway, but it does seem that a large,
amount of Police time is being spent on petty juvenile
matters which years ago were not taken before the
courts but dealt with by warnings and cautions. The
figure of- one per 720 would look quite different if we
took away all those ineffective hours spent by able-
bodied officers attending court as evidence on trivial
matters.

One Jol>-Two Jobs
The interesting topic of whether a man should have-

, one job only or, if he can manage it, two, has been
discussed at length in certain local quarters. It would
appear that irrespective of politics so long as a man can
do them he may take such additional jobs as his
conscience permits, ,though we can quite see the day
arriving when" he votes against himself as a member of
two unions.

.He will have to join a third to'1ftv~ the' casting vote!

-------------------------------------
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DISPENSING CHEMISTS
BRANCHES

~ Station Parade •. Croxley Green.
Tel. Rickmansworth 2072

228 New Road, Croxley Green.
Tel. Rickmansworth 3~66~, ~. .. .

129 High Street. Watford.
o.'Jel. Wat£ord 4878
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CHAIRMAN'S LETTER
The Korean truce has brought peace-however tem-

porary-at last to a country which has seen the craziest
war the world has known. That it was started· by
deliberate aggression is beyond doubt, but having
started and the United Nations having quite properly
joined issue with the aggressors, the conduct of. the
United Nations' effort thereafter has become the Joke
of the century. We have seen and heard much w~ich
has been done and said in the name of the United
Nations. which seemed more fitted for a mobile circus
than the sober and serious conduct of a deadly war.
Let us not forget that in the name of the United Nations
we must bear our share of the responsibility for having
allowed such conduct to continue. Perhaps we lost
interest? Or was it that we were mere juniors and dare
not protest? Or that we were just told to keep our
mouths shut and let Uncle Sam with his "gilded"
dollar get on with it? .

Whatever the position we must never again allow our-
selves to be forced into such an embarrassing and dis-
gusting role; and if: we ever have to join 0 ·r " \Cvc won
the war" allies again, let it be on condition that we
have some say in the conduct of affairs. Lest there be
any misunderstanding let me repeat-we were correct
and justified in ioininz the United Nations pfTort and
heavy though they have been, the sacrifices have been
worth while. My criticism is that having taken this
laudable action we found ourselves in the position of
watching our partner .conduct operations in a way which
must have made even the. enemy gape with ave and
amazement.

We are an older nation which can do much to guide
younger and perhaps less developed nations towards
their ideal of full and equal nationhood as a member
of U.N.O., but we cannot aspire to such a role if we
let the conduct of this crazy war be held against us.
Immediately the truce has given way to permanent
peace in Korea we must tell America: "We are British,
we think as British, we act as British, we are not and
never will be the 49th State." I wonder whether our
leaders will have the courage?

T. POOLEY.

,-

LADIES ONLY
I've been trying to think up some" cool" recipes for

hot weather-optimism being my strong point-but as
soon as I do think of something, the sky blackens, the
wind starts whistling and my thoughts incline to stews
and hotpots. However, I hope it will keep fine long
enough for you to try the two recipes here.

Apple Cream
2 lb. apples, 6 oz. sugar, 2 lemons, cochineal, H pts.

water, .q oz. gelatine. .
Dissolve gelatine in 1 pint water. Stew apples with

remainder of water and sugar, add rind and juice of
lemons, sieve· stewed apples. Add dissolved gelatine
and colour with cochineal (or other colour if desired).
Pour into a cold wet mould: serve with cream or
custard.

Egg Jelly
2 eggs, 6 oz. s·\gar, cold water, 2 lemons or oranges,

1 oz. g2i.lj~e.
Peel lemons finely and squeeze out juice, make juice

up to one pint with cold water.' Dissolve gelatine and
sugar, very gently, into mixture of water and juice.
]\rH h"'~:1 ".-;-..'; ":-d lemon rind. Sl ir over gentle heat
nnti l eggs thi: ken-do not allow ingredients to boil.
Strain and when cold pOUf in~o cold wet mould.

Glossary
" Macedoine ;'-,-A variety of fruits moulded in a jelly

-or vegetables mixed together.
" Mousse" -A very light. ice-cream mixture.
•• Mayonnaise "-A thick cold sauce made from yolk of

egg, oil, vinegar and cream.
" Marinade" -A brir-e in which meat or fish may be

steeped.
" Noyeau "-A liquour used in cookery flavoured with

peach or nectarine kernels.
" Panada "-A thick sauce used for binding meat.

•• FEMINA."

For QUALITY, SERVICE and CIVILITY
shop at

~.f t}\1 ~ ~I"'f·f!' (If'"f" t.-l pr-.!)~ t t,t~ ~ ~O,,~~
141NEWRQAD, CROXLEyY GREEN.

Stockist the famous

" Birds Eye
for

" Frosted Foods
All Provisions kept in

Deliveries Daily
Refrigeration during Hot Weather

Phone: RICK. 3323



GARDEN COMPETITION
The Coronation Front Garden Competition held by

the Croxley Green Horticultural and Allotment Holders
Society on 20th July was most successful.

There were in all 54 entries and 29 roads were repre-
sented. It was a good response to the challenge of
Corona.tion Year and' a gratifying response to the
Society's venture. .

The keenness of competition was remarkable m as
much as only six points out of a possible 100 separated
'first and fourth prizes! The final adjudication was by
Mr. A. H. Lngg, N.D.H., Horticultural S'tperintendent
of Herts Insti tute cf Agr icul ture, who was most im-
pressed by the standard achieved.

The res ·,1ts were:-
Ist. Mr. Whitehead, 6") Sherbourne Vvay £4-
2nd. C. G. Al lrrn , 110 Watford Road .. £3
3rd. Mrs. B. Phillips,jl81 Watford Road £2
4th. W. C. Stockley, 75 Springfteld Close ... £1

n."nners-up were: G. Mead, 179 New Road; and
F. W. Osborne, 2 Frankland Road.

In addition to the pr-ize money a silver cup to be
presented to the winner for retention, has been gifted
anonymously.

The cup and the prize money will be presented on
the day of the Society's Annual Flower Show

This- is a notable event in Croxley's diary of events,
so m-ike a note of the date.. It will be held at The
Guildhouse on-

12th September, 1953.

RATES-HOUSES-RATES
The demand for a complete and exhaustive review of

the co"mtry's rating problem was, to some extent, over-
shadowed 'by the Coronation festivities. As indicated
in a previous issue we are convinc~d a thorough, exami~-
ation is overdue and that public demand WIll agam
grow and endorse our opinion.

In the meantime the Government are of course com-
mitted with their present Rating and Valuation Act,
although its full implementation will not be effected
until 1956. It is to be hoped that this will be a more
practical piece of legislative machinery than produced
by their predecessors in 1948. In an attempt to achieve
a national level there may well be many casualties, the
foremost of which may be brought about by an increase
of rating values in some areas. On the other hand there
may be decreases but of the two it would be pleasantly
surprising indeed if increases were in the minority and
some cynicism OJ<that score is inevitable.

One thing is certain, the burden of an increase on
the rating value of the average house on top of the
already crippling rates would be catastrophic.

Meanwhile it is pleasing to note that the substance of
this Association's humble opinions on the problem of
rates in a previous issue was also reflected in the
editorial columns of the national press. It endorses our
claim that Rates have become a national problem.

A.T.T.

WEDDING BOUQUETS ..
FLORAL TRI~UTES

WREATHS

MARTIN
SCOTS HILL

CUT FLOWERS A SPECIALITY

CORRESPONDENCE
107 Frankland Road,

Dear Sir, Tel. Rickmansworth 4960.
The Circle of Help

With the aftermath of war and the fuller Welfare
State a great need has :;trisen for more. self-confidence
and responsibility in family lIfe.. The Cl~cle of Help IS
not just another benevolent SOCIety providing ch~nty.
its objects are to give constructive help and adv?c~. to
families in need and to foster a sense of responsibility
for sound home life and good citizenship. We try to
smooth out difficulties arising in family life before they
become too bad: alternatively we endeavour to rehabi-
litate a family which has lost interest in decent IiviI?g.

We are however in great need of funds to cope WIth
growing demands. Indir~ctly r.atepayers are more. than
repaid. An eviction causmg children to be placed m an
institution means about £5 a week for each child on
the Rates. On that type of case alone we have helped
to save hundreds of pounds in the last y.ear. . We h~ve
assisted by clubbing with other organisations m helpmg
people who, followin.g prolonged illness, have lost self-
confidence, respect and even hope. .

We are a non-political, non-sectarian body havmg a
membership list with a minimum subscription of 2s. 6d.
and if we could enlarge that membership it would he!p
us to extend our work amongst the many who are m
such need of helping and guiding hands. I shall be
pleased to give any further information to. any pers.on
interested in this work. The reward of seemg a family
or individual once more lifting its head in self-respect
and taking his or her place in the community is a great
one.. Yours sincerely,

HELEN E. TOWNER, Hon. Secretary.

MEMBERSHIP
The Association's financial year 1953-54 commenced

on 1st July and membersh!p .renev:al is ~ow due.
The collection of subscriptions IS a big Job and the

Committee would be grateful if me11l:bers.would. corn-
.plete the panel below and forward It WIth their 2/-
S:uQscription to either the Chief Street Steward:
.' . . Mrs. G. A. Wi lkins, 22 Warwick Way;
or the Secretary:

Mr. T. Hoey, 9 Harvey Road.

MEMBERSHIP
Please enrol me as anew/former Member at the
Subscription of 2s. per annum.

Full Name .

Address .

Post or deliver to Secretary, 9 Harvey Road; 0: if
•. old member to Chief Street Steward, 22 Warwick
--''Way. .

(Membership includes husband and wife)

Confectionery: Books: Greeting Cards

PIKE &
ARRY

196 Watford Rd.
Phone: Watford 2705

Coach Bookings :Newspapers delivered
•
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